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CANADIAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 

SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'ASTRONOMIE 

Editor : Colin Sca rfe. Un i v e r s ity o f Vic toria 

Editorial 

This issue is a sl im one. in contrast to the previous one. which 
was the largest of any so far . And apart from Ed Kennedy ' s entertaining 
account of Halley's Comet's earlier apparitions. it continues the trend 
toward routine accounts of new job vacancies. messages from the 
Board of Directors. lists of preprints, etc. Cassiopeia is indeed 
becoming simply the mouthpiece of the Board. But I have always hoped 
that it would become a more general medium for exchange of information 
among members. I abandoned last year the attempt to get members to 
write about happenings at their own institutions, but have continued to 
encourage reports on scientific meetings that members attend. ~ he lack 
of such reports in this issue after a summer of scientific meetings, 
leads me to conclude that either nobody attended a meeting worth writing 
about, or that CAS members generally do not share my view of the 
usefulness of such reports. If so it is clear that I am badly out of 
touch. In an attempt to rectify this I have prepared a short 
questionnaire on what members think Cassiopeia should be; it appears 
later in this i ssue. I have left a space at the end of the 
questionnaire for any comments you may have , includi ng perhaps that the 
questionna i re asks the wrong questions and is a waste of time! 

Colin Scarfe 

DEADLINE 

The next issue will be delayed since I shall be out of the country 
for all of December . I shall get it out as fast as possible after my 
return January 5. The deadline for receipt of contributions is 
therefore the morning mall January 6, and nothing that misses this 
deadline will be included under any circumstances. 

Colin Scarfe 

SUMMARY OF A CASCA DIRECTORS TELECONFERENCE 
HELD SEPTEMBER 6,1985 

The CASCA Board met by teleconference on September 6 to consider some 
items of outstanding business. Agenda items were as follows: current status 
of the CLBA proposal, current status of the 46-meter Algonquin telescope re
furbishment, the Vancouver invitation for the 1987 CASCA meeting, Associate 
Committee on Astronomy nominations, and CASCA participation in the ASP
AAS newsletter "The Universe in the Classroom" . 

Ernest Seaquist overviewed the considerable activity which had occurred 
during the summer in the effort to obtain sources of funding for the CLBA 
project. Much of this activity is summarized in CLBA memo #22, which is 
in the hands of the CLBA committee and board members. Although interest 
continues at a high level amongst Alberta universities, and to a lesser degree 
in both Alberta and B.C. provincial governments, the joint federal-provincial 
ERDA (Economic and Regional Development Agreements) funding route, which 
was talked about in May, no longer appears viable. The reason would appear 
to be that the federal ministry has told the provinces that it is not interested 
in funding this project, despite having given CASCA encouragement to seek the 
ERDA funding ro"ute for CLBA. 

John MacLeod updated members on the plans to upgrade the inner 37 me
ter diameter surface of the 46-meter Algonquin radio telescope for .operation as 
a millimeter-wave instrument. The final engineering reports from Freeman-Fox, 
consultants, outline two options for such a conversion: in option 1, a new reflect
ing surface is applied on top of the existing surface; in option 2, the old surface is 
removed, structural stiffening members are added, and a new surface is applied. 
Although both options are viable and within budgeted cost ($6.5 million), the 
Technical Advisory Committee favours option 2, as the surface would undergo 
25 % less gravitational distortion, and would require less maintenance. Heater 
panels would be mounted on the dish to prevent buildup of ice and snow. A sub
mission for final approval of the resurfacing has been written for presentat ion to 
Treasury Board, and is expected to be presented short ly. Cons t ruction should 
start in June of 1986. 

It is obvious that both of these longstanding proposals fo r rebuilding Cana
dian capability in the fast developing field of radio astronomy are approaching 
critical funding decisions in the days and weeks ahead. Members are urged to 
keep abreast of developments; a separate mailing to all members on these matters 
within the coming weeks is a distinct possibility. 

The invitation by the University of British Columbia to host the 1987 
CASCA meeting in conjuction with the AAS meeting scheduled for June 14 
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to 18 (Sunday to Thursday) was then considered. The favoured format for such 
a meeting is to blend the sessions together, with a single joint announcement and 
program, but with an extension to Friday June 19 for CASCA-only matters, such 
as the AGM and open sessions (on CFHT, DAO, etc.) as necessary. About 400 
to 500 AAS members are expected to attend, and space would be available for 
about 80 poster papers at a given time. Further details are to be developed by 
the Local Organizing Committee, with Harvey Richer as chairman. The board 
voted unanimously to accept the UBC invitation. 

As the terms of office of the members of the Associate Committee on As
tronomy expire on March 31, 1986, the time is now ripe for CASCA to fulfil its 
role of nominating sixteen people, eight of whom are not currently members of 
that committee, to NRC for their consideration. John MacLeod will formulate 
such a list from the suggestions which have been sent to him by board members, 
and NRC is expected to select twelve of these names for appointment to the new 
Associate Committee. 

The CASCA Education Committee has strongly endorsed the concept of 
our participation in the ASP-AAS newsletter "The Universe in the Classroom" 
at the level of a $300 contribution on a yearly basis, with editorial support to be 
provided as requested by Andy Fraknoi of the ASP. Additional ways to support 
the widespread distribution of the newsletter in Canada are under consideration. 
Thus the board voted unanimously to support the "Universe in the Classroom" 
by a contribution of US $300 for the first year to the Astronomical Society of 
the Pacific. 

In view of the considerable discussion at the Toronto meeting on the prob
lems of obtaining reasonable media coverage of science news stories, Chris Aik
man drew attention to the existence of th e Canadian Science Writers Association, 
a large and active organization of journalists, radio and television reporters, and 
freelance writers with special interests in the fields of science. If you desire 
further information or specific addresses, please contact me. 

The winter meeting of the CASCA board is scheduled to be held at the 
White House, at the DAO, Victoria, on Monday, January 13, 1986. 

Chris Aikman, CASCA Secretary 

CllA Canadian Institute for 
Theoretical Astrophysics 

Dear Colleague: 
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• Institut canadien 
d'astrophysique theorique 

July 29, 1985 

I CAT 

One of the principal goa l s of CITA is to develop a national centre of 
excellence in theoretical as trophysics. One way to help accomplish this is 
to develop a regular program of long-term visits from Canadian astronomers 
and physicists to CITA. , To facilitate this, the CITA Council has therefore 
decided to establish a competitive program of awards which will provide 
salary support and r elocation expenses for visits to CITA by members of CITA 
or other Canadian scientists. The awards will be made from unrestricted funds 
placed at CITA's disposal by the Astronomy Department at the University of 
Toronto . The successful candida t es will be known as Reinhardt Fellows. 

The purpose of this letter is to sol i cit applications for these awards. 
The application consists of a letter to me stating the length of the proposed 
visit, the required salary suppor t and approximately what relocation and sub
sistence expenses are needed. The letter should also give a brief outline of 
the research t o be undertaken. There is no restriction on the field of astro
physical research : in particular, we are happy to support visit from observers 
if they are likely t o benefit from the CITA envi ronment. 

There are no restrictions on th e length of visit or tota l amount of the 
award . The funds ava ilabl e for this program are, at present, up to $30,OQO 
per year . Thus, for example, we cou ld perhaps provide partial salary support 
for a year's sabbatical; full support for a term's leave of absence; or partial 
support for two co llaborators who wished to work in close contact for a term. 
If the cand idate wished to arrange a meeting or an extended visitor program 
on some topic of current interest, then further CITA resources cou ld be placed 
at his disposal. 

Awards will normall y _, 0 made by ClTA Counc il at one of its two meetings 
each year. However, if necessary, a decision can be made on a short timescale 
withou t a forma l meeting of the Council. The continuence of thi s version 
of th e Canadian Visitors Program i s , of course, contingent on our funding level 
from NSERC, and will be reviewed in the light of its success over the next year 
or two . 

We think this program offers a promising opportunity f or enhancing both 
the cohes iveness and th e research output of the Canadian astrophysics community. 
Please contact us if you have any question. 

Sincere l y , 

n'd H">vJ.t~1jL-,. 
Dick Henriksen 
Chairman, crTA Council 
(613- 547- 5536) 

rut1~ 
Scott Tremaine 
Director, eITA 
(4l6-978- 6477) 

Mclennan Physical Laboratories University of Toronto 60 St. George Street Toronto Ontario M5S lA 1 



Canada· France· HawaII Telescope Corporation 
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•• CFH Societe du Telescope Canada · France · Hawaii 
Telephone (808) 885·7944 Telex 633147 CFHT 

11 September 1985 

V A CAN C Y NOT ICE 

RES IDE N T A S T RON 0 MER 

The CFHT Corporation invites applications for a position as Resident 
Astronomer commencing on or after 1 January 1986. This appointment 
is renewable. with the initial contract being for a period of two 
years. 

Resident Astronomers are expected to devote approximately one third 
of their time to research. They may apply for observing time at the 
telescope in the usual manner and are also strongly encouraged to 
propose and to participate in the observatory programs conducted 
using the Director's discretionary time. These programs usually 
involve a collaboration among the resident scientific staff. The 
research facilities at the Waimea headquarters include an 
astronomical library and a VAX 11/750 computer with attached FPS 
Array Processor and 12S Image Processor. 

The other duties of the Resident Astronomers include assisting 
visiting observers. monitoring the performance of CFHT 
instrumentation. planning for future instrumentation. and various 
other tasks associated with the scientific activities of the 
Corporation. Ability to work at an altitude of 4200 m is required. 

CFHT enco" rages applications from established scientists for this 
position . The minimum requirements are a PhD or equivalent. some 
postdoctoral experience. and demonstrated excellence in optical or 
infrared observational astronomy. Depending on the qualifications 
and experience of the successful candidate, this position will be 
filled at the level of Resident Astronomer I. II. or III. The basic 
salary scales for these categories start at U.S. $ 25.644. 30.936. 
and 37,896. respectively. 

A competitive benefit plan package and relocation assistance are 
also provided. 

Letters of application. which must include a curriculum vitae. list 
of publications. a statement of research interests. and the names of 
three professional references will be received until 1 November 1985 
by: 

Dr. Gerard Lelievre. Executive Director 
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Corporation 

P.O. Box 1597 
Kamuela. Hawaii 96743 

U.S.A 
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UNIVEKSITY OF WATEKLOO 

FACULTY POSITION 

ASTRONOMY/ASTROPHYSICS 

The DepartDent of Physics, University of Waterloo, invites applications 
for a tenure track position at the Assistant Professor level, commencing July 
198&. Candidates should hold a doctoral degree and have several years 
experience as a post-doctoral fellow or equivalent. Research expertise in 
Astronomy or Astrophysics is required. Responsibilities include undergraduate 
and graduate teaching and the develo~ent of a strong independent research 
progr atlne .. 

Current research interests include observational an~ theoretical studies 
of the areas of formation of the solAr system, interstellar matter, stars and 
stellar evolution, ~ltlpl~ and varlabl~ ~tars, Galactic structures, star 
clusters, external galaxies and galaxy clusters; cosmology. 

Eq uip1lent at Wa terloo includes a fully automated astrophotometer, 
tele~cope and photometer, as well as ready access to mainframe and personal 

computers. 

Applicants should send a curriculum vitae, a brief .outline of current 
research interests and future plans, and the names of three referees to Dr. 
J. Grindlay, Chairman, Department of Physics, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, N2L 3GI. In accordance with Canadian Immigration 
requirements, priority will be given to Canadian citizens and permanent 
residents of Canada. 



NRC Space Telescope Data Centre at DAD. 

NRC has recently allocated $500,000 to DAD for the purchase 
of MICRO-VAX II computers, work stations , etc. for the Space 
Telescope Data Centre in victoria. Orders for this equipment 
will be placed as soon as Treasury Board approval is obtained. 
The Data Centre will be located in a new wing of the DAD which is 
presently being designed by a Victoria firm of architects. It is 
anticipated that construction of the new wing will start in the 
summer of 1986 and that it will be completed in May of 1987. 

The NRC Vice-President/Finance has also made two Research 
Associate positions available to the Data Centre. It is 
anticipated that these RA's will first spend six months to a year 
at the Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore to learn 
the tricks of the trade after which they would come to Victoria 
to help set up the hardware and software for the Data Centre 
during the remainder of their term. It is hoped that they would 
subsequently diffuse into the Canadian astronomical community to 
spread expertise in ST procedures and data reduction techniques. 

An Advisory Committee consisting of Phil Kronberg (Univ. of 
Toronto), Stephen Morris (DAD ) , Chris Pritchet (Univ. of 
Victoria), Ren~ Racine (Univ. of Montreal), Peter Stetson (DAD), 
and Gordon Walker (U.B.C.) has been set up to advise me on Space 
Telescope Data Centre policy. 

It is hoped that negotiations with NASA and the Space 
Telescope Science Institute about the conditions under which we 
can have access to their data base will take place in October. We 
wish to make the appointments of our first two Research 
Associates as soon as possible. Recent astronomy Ph.D.'s with a 
strong background in data reduction and computing techniques are 
invited to send me applications together with an up-to-date 
Curriculum Vitae as soon as possible. The entry level salary for 
recent Ph.D.'s is $30,360. 

Sidney van den Bergh 
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FUSE/Lyman meeting Sept 4-6 1985 

This second joint meeting between ~50 representatives of NASA, ESA, and Australia 
was held at Goddard Space Flight Center, and was also attended by R . Vankoughnett and 
myself. This was the last meeting before both ESA and NASA submit their proposals for 
phase A funding. These are significant and independent hurdles that each side must clear 
for the project to proceed. 

The project is at present clearly and principally a joint one between these two parties. 
Although Australia is currently internally funded to participate, their role is at present 
undefined, but viewed as junior. It will be some two years before responsibilities for various 
components of any joint program have to be defined, so that it is thus still possible for a 
(minor) Canadian role to be taken. At present, both major parties are looking at design 
and fabrication problems for the whole spacecraft, and the Australians have presented (long 
wavelength) spectrograph design plans, as well as their detectors. Thus, no areas are staked 
out or claimed: indeed NASA and ESA are both proceeding with proposals that contain a 
fallback mission run without any international collaboration. A further constraint, even to 
a collaborative mission, is that the whole project must fit the budget ceilings for the NASA 
explorer program and the ESA moderate mission program. Collaboration does not (at this 
stage) raise the total possible price of the satellite. Accounting procedures differ greatly 
between the agencies, but roughly, the lower of these ceilings is $2DOm for spacecraft, 
instruments, contingency, and operations, excluding launch costs. To be competitive, the 
price should preferably be considerably below this limit. 

The payload is being designed for either Arianne or Shuttle launch, with strong in
tention to get it in a high (24 hour) orbit. Both parties are designing a grazing incidence 
telescope, and looking at both Rowland circle and echelle normal incidence spectrographs. 
The NASA preference is towards the former for efficiency, but it presents problems in 
optical fabrication, detector configuration, and spacecraft size. 

The Australian group is proceeding to a Shuttle-pointed twin-GAS can flight of their 
detector within the next ~2 years, to space-qualify their hardware. There are, however, 
several other possible detectors of similar desi[,) in Europe and the US, and bare CCDs 
are also considered a possibility. 

Some other items of interest: the NASA competition for phase A is expected to 
produce ~50 proposals of missions, of which ~4 may be selected for phase A. FUSE is 
unofficially ranked high in the list. On the ESA side, it is also rated highly, but it will 
probably compete with Quasat and the Cassini (Saturn probe) missions . NASA has a plan 
to re-use spacecraft . Specifically, the SMM may be retrieved and reflown successively as 
EUVE and XTE. It could see a fourth flight as FUSE. 

A group of 12 people has been chosen to form an interim decision-making group on 
the project, from the three countries, until after the proposal submissions early next year. 
We will keep in touch with the project as it proceeds, with an eye to opportunities for 
Canadian participation. 

J .B.Hutchings Sept 9 1985 

--
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CANADIAN ASTRONOMY PREPRINT LIST 

JUNE 10 TO SEPTEMBER 6, 1985 

The following file contains a list of preprints written by Canadian 
astronomers. All preprints were received at the Astronomy Library within the 
dates as stated above. 

The file is arranged in alphabetical order according to the surname of the 
first listed author of each preprint. Originating institution and date of 
receipt at the library are listed. 

If you have distributed a pre print and would like it to be included in this 
list, please send it to: 

Astronomy Library 
University of Toronto 
Room 1306 
60 St. George Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5S 1A7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Arellano Ferro, A. and Barry F. Madore. Ultraviolet survey of hot companions 
among non-variable yellow supergiants. U Mexico. 85.08.09. 

Arellano Ferro, A. and Barry F. Madore. Discovery of the hot companion to the 
two-day cepheid HD 129708. U Mexico. 84.08.09. 

Campbell, Bruce. Strong cyanogen stars: the result of binary coale scene ? 
DAO. 85.07.23. 

Doazan, V., J.M. Marlborough**, P.K. Barker**, C.T. Bolton*, R.W. Lyons* et al. 
The development of the new Be phase of 59 Cyg in the visual and in the far 
UV in 1978-1983. Obs. de Paris/*DDO/ **UWO. 85.06.21. 

Duric, Nebojsa and E.R. Seaquist. A theoretical interpretation of the ~ - 0 
relation for supernova remnants. UBC. 85 .09.05. 

Fernie, J.D. HR 7671: another UU Herculis star? DDO/U of T. 85.06.21. 

Fernie, J.D. and Siu-kuen J. Chan. On the amplitudes of bump cepheids . 
DDO/U of T. 85.07.19. 

Fernie, J.D. Applying the Barnes-Evans method to finding cepheid color 
excesses. DDO/U of T. 85.08.30. 

lU 

Forbes, Douglas and Peter C. Dawson. A photoelec tric BVRI sequence in the field 
of the globular c luster NGC 6205 (M 13). Trent. 85.09.03. 

Forbes, Douglas . Bright yellow giants in the open cluster Berkeley 82. 
Trent . 85.09 . 03 . 

Forbes, Douglas. Photometry and spectroscopy of stars in northern HII regions. 
Trent. 85.09.03. 

Freedman, Wendy L. 
Las Campanas. 

Blue-to-red ratios and Wolf-Rayet stars in M33. 
85 . 08 . 08 . 

Mt. Wilson/ 

Garrison, R.F. 
Handbook) 

The brightest stars (Completely revised for RASC Observer's 
DDO/U of T. 85.08.09. 

Gray, David F. An apparent universal magnetic constant for cool stars. 
UWO. 85.06.20. 

Gray, David F. and Praveen Nagar. The rotational discontinuity shown by 
luminosity class IV stars. UWO. 85.08.08. 

Harris, Hugh C., James E. Hesser, Gregory D. Bothun, David A. Hanes and William 
E. Harris. Globular clus ters in galaxies beyond the local group: VI. 
The spiral galaxy NGC 2683. DAO. 85.06.25. 

Hutchings, J . B. and T.J. Cote . The 1984 intermediate low state of TT Arietis. 
DAO. 85.06.25 . 

Infante, Leopoldo, Christopher Pritchet and Hernan Quintana. Galaxy counts and 
colors in a south galactic pole field. U Victoria. 85.08.30. 

Kamper, Karl W. and Wallace R. Beardsley. Orbit, mass ratio, and par-allax of 
99 Herculis. DDO/U of T. 85.06.28. 

Kronberg, P.P., R. Wielebinski and D.A. Graham. VLA and the 100-m telescope 
observations of two giant radio galaxies : 0634-20 anJ 3C 445 (2221-02). 
Scarborough College/U of T. 85.09.03. 

Kwok, Sun, B.J. Hrivnak, E.F . Milone and R.T. Boreiko. Ground-based and IRAS 
observations of proto-planetary nebulae. U Calgary. 85.06.24. 

Kwok, Sun and Kevin Volk. On the energetics of high- velocity molecular flows. 
U Calgary. 85.06.24. 

Leonard, Peter J.T. and David G. Turner. Estimated companion characteristics 
of some classical cepheids using a photometric method. DDO/U of T. 
85 . 07.02. 

Lu, Wnexian and J.B. Hutchings. The orbit of the (old nova?) cataclysmic 
variable 0623+71. DAO. 85.07.23. 

Madore , Barry F. and Wendy L. Freedman. Autocatalytic reactions: examples from 
biology to cosmology. U of T. 85.08.12. 
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Martin, P.G . Evolution of novae: an optical perspective. Overview of nova 
DQ Her 1934. Photoionization models of the evolution of nova DQ Her 1934. 
CITA. 85.08.23. 

Massey, P., J.B. Hutchings, L. Bianchi. UV and optical spectroscopy of DB stars 
in M31 and M33. DAD. 85.08.15. 

Matthews, Jaymie M. and William H. Wehlau. The detection of rapid variability 
in HR 5156. UWO. 85.08.09. 

Percy, John R. Is tau Cassiopeiae a variable star? DDO/ U of T. 85.06.13. 

Pineault , Serge, C.J. Pritchet, T. L. Landecker, D. Routledge and J.F. Vaneldik. 
Optical and radio imaging of the supernova remnant VRO 42.05.01 
(GI66.0+4.3 ). ORAD. 85.06.21. 

Pineault, Serge. The rad io luminosity and magneti c field of pulsars. U Laval. 
85.08.14. 

Pritchet, Christopher J. 
NGC3319=Ml05. DAD. 

The globular cluster system surrounding the EO galaxy 
85.01 . 23. 

Pritchet, Christopher and Leopoldo Infante. The angular correlation function 
of faint galaxies . U Victoria. 85.08 . 30. 

Rucinski , S . M. IRAS observations of T Tauri and post - T Tauri stars. 
DDO/U of T. 85.06.13. 

Stetson, Peter B., Don Vandenberg, Robert D. McClure. The main-sequence turnoff 
of the Draco dwarf galaxy. DAD . 85.08 .1 5 . 

Taylor, A.R. and E.R. Seaquist . 
for stellar radio emission . 

A deep VLA survey of a galactic field: a search 
U of T. 85.01 . 23 . 

van den Bergh, Sidney. Filamentary nebulosi t y surrounding M81. DAD. 85.01 . 23. 

Volk, Kevin and Sun Kwok. Dynamical evolution of planetary nebulae. 
U Calgary. 85.08.19. 
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CDr-lET HALLEY RETU RNS 

or 

REDIT C01-IETES HALLEII 

A computer-enhanced image of Comet Dalley is reprod uced 

on the cover of "A Teacher s' Guide 1985-1986" issued by NASA, 

with the title: "Comet Halley Returns". Four photographs of 

Halley's Comet, take n at the Delwan Observato ry, Egypt, on 25th 

l'lay, 1910, were u sed to produce this i mage ; these photographs 

were digitize d , a dded together and computer-enhanced at the 

Interactive Astronomical Data Analysis Facility of the Goddard 

Space Flight Center. A modern approach usi ng high technology 

t o reproduce a p rint of his famous comet would, in all likelihood , 

i nlp ress Edmun d Halley; possibly, he would give commendation 

as well to the alternate title in the language of his choice. 

The 1985-86 return of Halley's Comet has already received, 

ahd should continue to meri t, extensiv' e coverage in both scientific 

ano popular journals. As Canadians, we have been forewarned 

t nat the comet ' s display on this occasion will not be nearly 

as spectacular as we received on its las t return in 1910. The 

meGia way find "cor,lputer-enhancing " essential in oroer to offer 

televis ion viewer a satisfactory image o f the comet. While 

this t echnology is relatively new, the ability to pred ict this 

forthcom ing astronomical disappointmen t in 19 85-06 is not . 

In a course of lectures on the Solar System , read at Gresham 

College , London , in 18 82 , a footnote on Dalley's Come t predic ted 

tha t: 

"To it s return in 1910, in wha t will p robably be a 
most effective position for observation in our latitudes, 
those who are now young may look forward with pleasing 
an ticilJations ." 

Why does Halley 's Comet, or in fact, why d oes any br i ght 

come t , g enerat e so moch p ubl ic interest a n d media cov e rage? 

On thi s return , the two per i ods when Comet Halley >lill oe mos t 

readily observed in ou r northern la titudes are the last week 

.... 
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of Novembe r and the first weel; of December 1 985 , and late r'lC1rch 

and early April of 1986. At these times, the media will lle 

searching for important events to cover (the winne r of the Grey 

Cup for 1985 will have been decided and the interminable playoff s 

for t he Stanley Cup will not have s t ar t ed). 

In the latter part of the nineteent h century , the answer 

to the basic question of public interest in comets was provided 

by CafJ ille Flammarion in his Popular Astronomy: 

"Of all the heavenly bodies, COfJets are assuredly 
those whose appearance strikes most forcibly the attention 
of mortal s . Their rarity, t h eir si ng ularity, their 
mysterious aspect astonish the most indifferent minds. 
The things which we see every day, the phenomena which 
are constantly or regularly reproduced before our 
eyes , no longe r strike us, and exci t e neither our 
attention nor our curiosity." 

For mos t mo rtal s , Halley ' s Co me t appears only once in a 

lif etime . Un q ue s tiona b ly, it should arous e my attention and 

curiosi ty to the extent that I can ignore the inv i gorating clima tic 

cond itions experienced in Saskatchewan during late Nove fJber 

and early Decembe r, and ventu re forth to view t~e COfJe t d ir e ctl y. 

I sho u la po nd e r, as the Teache r s ' Gu ide s uggest s , "\~hat will 

comet Halley look l ike." It is essential to d isregar d the te xt book 

on astr .ouy which boldly states: "What we observe as a beautiful 

comet sveeping ac ros s the sky was described by Percival Lowel l 

as a ' bag-full of nothing '." 

Would a q uick review of t he comet mode l, p r oposed by Whippl e 

in 19 50 , prov ide the stimulus neede d to excite fJy attention 

and curiosity? If the nucleus of COI.1et Halley i s visible, s urr o unue u 

by a fuzzy coma, I shall be looking at "a dirty iceber g ' a large 

mass of frozen water, methane, amfJonia , carbon d ioxi de , and 

other constituen t s , in which i s embedded meteor - like solio pa rtic les 

of variou s sizes. " Excluding those fJe t eor-like solid particles , 

all o f t he elements of the cOfJet nuc l e u s (and a fev fJore besides) 

may be fo un d in t he human b o d y. Without adequate p rotec tive 
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clothing , does one return from a p rolonged session of viewing 

Couet Halley r esefJb ling a small come t nucleus? 

The " dust-model" of come t s p ut forward by Lyttleton has 

not, in general , been well received by t he majority of astronomers. 

In Saskatchewan, pa rticularly after extended p eriods of dry 

weather, you do not rush outdoors to see a dust s torm. 

my curiosity i s dampened once fJo re. 

Hence, 

In ear lie r times, couets were s upposed to foretell calamities, 

their strange , 

apprehension. 

of th e battle 

hair y appearance gave ri se to fear, and on occasion , 

Comet Halley ha s been b lamed for the outcome 

of Hastings in 1066. On this return, there are 

so many conflicts r.aging be tween nations or races , that it may 

be (iiff icult to sing le out one cal am ity and hol d Come t llalfey 

responsi0le for it. 

Wi t h reference t o Halley ' s Comet , in a recent lett e r to 

th e Editor of The Glo be a n d Mail, a p rof essor of history at 

the Univ e rsity of Al be rta has assured readers that: "It is 

safe t o say th a t one can expect some fJajor changes in hi s tory 

in any 7 5-year epoch." A s tatement so prof ound unquestionably 

leads t o an examinat i on of how astronomical hi s tory has changed 

since the appa rition of Hall ey 's Comet in 1910. 

The sc i enc e of radio astronomy has been bo rn and reached 

yreat stature, bor rowing optical techniques along the way , but 

adding a new dimens ion t o th e st u dy of the Milky Way Galaxy . 

Space-a ye ast r onomy has a ppea red and with it new approaches 

of g r eat value i n unravellin g the mys teries of the un iverse. 

A n u mber of values of Hubble ' s constant are availa01e , leaving 

considerable choice as t o t he ac tu a l numbe r used . 

The h i s t or ians of astronomy wi ll remefJoe r veIl in the yeClrs 

ahead that for the first tilne , th e obser vati onal data in the 

1905-86 r e turn of Halley's Comet will be "archived ". Exac t ly 

what i s invo lved in t his process , I have been unable to de ter mine , 

and details on it would be welc omed frofJ all readers o f Cass iopeia. 

" 
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Anot he r ey e -ca tching headline h as ju s t a~pe ared in the 

mos t recent i ssue of the Int e rnational Halley Wa tch New s letter : 

"Old Halley Da t a Being Re- Red uced ." 

Once more , an a ppe al for an explanation of this proced ure is 

made to reader s of Cassiopeia. This raental i r.lage is conjured 

up quickly--the old Halley data is taken to a Di e t School, and 

shoul d the wei gh t change be less than satisfactory , the data 

will be re turned to th e Diet School to p roc eed throu gh the diet 

rules once again! 

Co rae t Halley Retu rns! This headline raay a ppear once more 

in the year 2061 or 2062 . Shou l d the advances in astronomy 

be major , and the mod i fic ations to the English language continue 

at the present rate in this 75-yea r epoch, r ead only the head line; 

it is quite possible that you will no t understand any t h ing beyond 

it! 

Unive r sity of Saskatchewan 

Saskatoon, Sask. 

Augus t, 1985 
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Cassiopeia Questionnaire 

As discussed in this issue 's editorial, I should like to get the views 
of CAS members as to what kinds of articles are appropriate for 
Cassiopeia. I should like these views to be as representative of the 
membership as possible, and thus I hope that all members will take the 
time to complete the questionnaire below and return it to me at my usual 
address: 

Physics Department 
University of Victoria 
Victoria, B.C. vaw 2Y2 

I shall report on the replies in the next issue. 
Col in Scarfe 

A. I think Cassiopeia should include (please circle the appropriate word) 

1. Minutes of Society Meetings Yes Maybe No 
2. Reports from the Board Yes Maybe No 
3. Reports from Standing Committees Yes Maybe No 
4. Job Vacancy Notices Yes Maybe No 

5. Announcements of Sci entific Meetings Yes Maybe No 
6. Report on Scientific Meetings Yes Maybe No 
7. Reports on activities at Canadian Yes Maybe No 

astronomy institutes (e.g. re personnel 
changes, new instruments, etc.) 

8. Anecdotal or Historical Material Yes Maybe No 

9. Short accounts of major new Yes Maybe No 
discoveries 

10 . List of preprints Yes Maybe No 

11. Any other material (please specify) 

B. I am a regular/student member . 

My institution is _______________ _ 

Signature 
(1 e a v e b 1 an k if yo u ""p"'re::Cf"'e:-::r:--:i;t"'o--::-re"'m::Ca'"',r:n:-=a"'n:=Con=:y-:::m:::o""u"'s"') 

C. Any other comments on Cassiopeia. 


